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The Inequality Reader 2018-04-19

oriented toward the introductory student the inequality reader is the essential textbook for today
s undergraduate courses the editors david b grusky and szonja szelenyi have assembled the most
important classic and contemporary readings about how poverty and inequality are generated and how
they might be reduced with thirty new readings the second edition provides new materials on anti
poverty policies as well as new qualitative readings that make the scholarship more alive more
accessible and more relevant now more than ever the inequality reader is the one stop compendium
of all the must read pieces simply the best available introduction to the stratifi cation canon

The Inequality Reader 2010-07-09

in this new volume noted scholars david b grusky and szonja szel nyi have assembled a compilation
of the most relevant contemporary readings on social inequality that is also backed by a select
list of the most fundamental classics all from top names in the field

The Inequality Reader 2011

this book provides selections from the seminal works of karl marx max weber w e b du bois and
charlotte perkins gilman that reveal some of the reasons why class race and gender inequalities
have proven very adaptive and can flourish even today in the 21st century

Inequality in the 21st Century 2018-05-15

this book redirects the focus of public debate to issues of gender and racial segregation and
suggests that they should be fundamental to thinking about the status of black americans and the
origins of the urban underclass it is a starting point for students and advanced scholars of
inequality

Inequality 2018-05-04

this is a collection of essays from leading public intellectuals that identifies major conceptual
problems in the analysis of poverty and inequality and advances strategies for reducing poverty
and inequality that are consistent with these new conceptual and methodological approaches
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Poverty and Inequality 2006

why are so many types of inequality suddenly increasing should we be worried that we re moving
into a second gilded age with unprecedented levels of income inequality in this new collection
david b grusky and jasmine hill present readings that lay bare the main changes in play what s
driving these changes and what might be done to reverse them this reader delivers the latest and
most influential contributions on economic inequality social mobility educational inequality
racial and ethnic relations and gender inequality readers will encounter pieces from top scholars
in a variety of fields including emmanuel saez economist uc berkeley kathryn edin sociologist
johns hopkins raj chetty economist harvard florencia torche sociologist nyu and lucien bebchuk law
harvard the readings spanning these fields are expertly excerpted to get readers quickly and
immediately to the heart of the scholarship in each area grusky and hill also provide a concise
introduction to the key questions allowing readers to quickly understand the main forces at work
the debates still in play and what s still unknown the resulting collection is pitch perfect
introduction for undergraduates or anyone interested in learning why we re entering a new era of
inequality and what can be done to change the tide

Inequality in the 21st Century 2017

how the occupy movement has challenged the gap between american principles and american practice
and how we can realize our most cherished ideals the occupy wall street movement has ignited new
questions about the relationship between democracy and equality in the united states are we also
entering a moment in history in which the disjuncture between our principles and our institutions
is cast into especially sharp relief do new developments most notably the rise of extreme
inequality offer new threats to the realization of our most cherished principles can we build an
open democratic and successful movement to realize our ideals occupy the future offers informed
and opinionated essays that address these questions the writers including nobel laureate in
economics kenneth arrow and bestselling authors paul and anne ehrlich lay out what our country s
principles are whether we re living up to them and what can be done to bring our institutions into
better alignment with them contributers david grusky doug mcadam rob reich erin cumberworth debra
satz kenneth j arrow kim a weeden sean f reardon prudence l carter shelley j correll gary segura
david d laitin cristobal young charles varner doug mcadam paul r ehrlich anne h ehrlich paul r
ehrlich and anne h ehrlich donald a barr michele elam jennifer devere brody h samy alim and david
palumbo liu
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Occupy the Future 2013-01-18

income inequality is an increasingly pressing issue in the united states and around the world this
book explores five critical issues to introduce some of the key moral and empirical questions
about income gender and racial inequality do we have a moral obligation to eliminate poverty is
inequality a necessary evil that s the best way available to motivate economic action and increase
total outpt can we retain a meaningful democracy even when extreme inequality allows the rich to
purchase political privilege is the recent stalling out of long term declines in gender inequality
a historic reversal that presages a new gender order how are racial and ethnic inequalities likely
to evolve as minority populations grow ever larger as intermarriage increases and as new forms of
immigration unfold leading public intellectuals debate these questions in a no holds barred
exploration of our new gilded age

The New Gilded Age 2012-05-09

this book is a collection of original research from the leading scholars in sociology and
economics studying mobility and inequality the volume brings together the state of the art in the
field and sets the agenda for future research

Mobility and Inequality 2006

is there too much inequality we are witnessing for the first time in many decades a vigorous
public debate in the united states and many european countries as to whether income inequality is
approaching unjustifiable levels the financial crisis has drawn special attention to remuneration
at financial firms as well as other more broadly based increases in inequality and the pendulum
may well have swung back toward attitudes favoring strengthened regulations it is against this
background of shifting public and political views about income inequality that the roland berger
foundation decided to solicit the opinions of u s and european political business and labor
leaders by partnering with the stanford center for the study of poverty and inequality this
initiative led by a diverse team of five authors sought to cast light on how prominent european
and u s leaders are making sense of rising inequality the objective was not to provide yet another
scholarly tome on inequality or another analysis of how the general public views inequality we are
already awash in such analyses what we don t know and what we have sought to offer is a window
into how senior leaders view this historic moment in the summer of 2009 we interviewed thirteen
political business and labor leaders and presented these interviews in their original form
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The Inequality Puzzle 2010-10-04

this book assembles classic and contemporary articles representing the major sociological
approaches to understanding social inequality although there are various competing texts covering
issues of social inequality this book is the only comprehensive source of classic and contemporary
articles that have defined and redefined the contours of the field the introductory articles in
each section of the book provide examples of the major research traditions in the field while the
concluding essays commissioned by leading scholars provide broader programmatic statements that
identify current controversies and unresolved issues the field of stratification is being
transformed and reshaped by advances in theory and quantitative modeling as well as by new
approaches to the analysis of economic racial and gender inequality although these developments
are revolutionary in their implications until now there has been no comprehensive effort to bring
together the classic articles that have defined the contours of the field in this revised and
updated second edition of social stratification the history of stratification research unfolds in
systematic fashion with the introductory articles in each section providing examples of the major
research traditions in the field and the concluding essays commissioned from leading scholars
providing broader programmatic statements that identify current controversies and unresolved
issues this comprehensive reader is designed as a primary text for introductory courses on social
stratification and as a supplementary text for advanced courses on occupations labor markets or
social mobility the field of stratification is being transformed and reshaped by advances in
theory and quantitative modeling as well as by new approaches to the analysis of economic racial
and gender inequality although these developments are revolutionary in their implications until
now there has been no comprehensive effort to bring together the classic and contemporary articles
that define the contours of the field in this revised and updated edition of social stratification
the history of stratification research unfolds in systematic fashion with the introductory
articles in each section providing examples of the major research traditions in the field and the
concluding essays commissioned from leading scholars providing broader programmatic statements
that identify current controversies and unresolved issues the resulting collection of articles
both celebrates the diversity of theoretical approaches and reveals the cumulative nature of
ongoing research this comprehensive reader is designed as a primary text for introductory courses
on social stratification and as a supplementary text for advanced courses on social classes
occupations labor markets or social mobility the following types of questions and debates are
addressed in the six sections of the reader forms and sources of stratif ication what are the
major forms of inequality in human history can the ubiquity of inequality be attributed to
individual differences in talent or ability is some form of inequality an inevitable feature of
human life the structure of contemporary stratification what are the principal fault lines or
social cleavages that define the contemporary class structure have these cleavages strengthened or
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weakened with the transition to modernity and postmodernity generating stratification how
frequently do individuals move into new classes occupations or income groups is there a permanent
underclass to what extent are occupational outcomes determined by such forces as intelligence
effort schooling aspirations social contacts and individual luck the consequences of
stratification how are the life styles attitudes and behaviors of individuals shaped by their
class locations are there identifiable class cultures in past and present societies ascriptive
processes what types of social processes and state policies serve to maintain or alter racial
ethnic and sex discrimination in labor markets have these forms of discrimination weakened or
strengthened with the transition to modernity and postmodernity the future of stratification will
stratification systems take on completely new and distinctive forms in the future how unequal will
these systems be is the concept of social class still useful in describing postmodern forms of
stratification are stratification systems gradually shedding their distinctive features and
converging towards some common i e postmodern regime the volume offers essential reading for
undergraduates who need an introduction to the field for graduate students who wish to broaden
their understanding of stratification research and for advanced scholars who seek a basic
reference guide although most of the selections are middle range theoretical pieces suitable for
introductory courses the anthology also includes advanced contributions on the cutting edge of
research the editor outlines a modified study plan for undergraduate students requiring a basic
introduction to the field

Social Stratification, Class, Race, and Gender in Sociological
Perspective, Second Edition 2019-09-05

the authors provide the first comprehensive portrait of the anatomy of occupational sex
segregation casting new light on some long standing empirical puzzles in the study of gender
inequality

The Wealth Inequality Reader 2009

class differences permeate the neighborhoods classrooms and workplaces where we lead our daily
lives but little is known about how class really works and its importance is often downplayed or
denied in this important new volume leading sociologists systematically examine how social class
operates in the united states today social class argues against the view that we are becoming a
classless society the authors show instead the decisive ways social class matters from how long
people live to how they raise their children to how they vote the distinguished contributors to
social class examine how class works in a variety of domains including politics health education
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gender and the family michael hout shows that class membership remains an integral part of
identity in the u s in two large national surveys over 97 percent of americans when prompted
identify themselves with a particular class dalton conley identifies an intangible but crucial
source of class difference that he calls the opportunity horizon children form aspirations based
on what they have seen is possible the best predictor of earning a college degree isn t race
income or even parental occupation it is rather the level of education that one s parents achieved
annette lareau and elliot weininger find that parental involvement in the college application
process which significantly contributes to student success is overwhelmingly a middle class
phenomenon david grusky and kim weeden introduce a new model for measuring inequality that allows
researchers to assess not just the extent of inequality but also whether it is taking on a more
polarized class based form john goldthorpe and michelle jackson examine the academic careers of
students in three social classes and find that poorly performing students from high status
families do much better in many instances than talented students from less advantaged families
erik olin wright critically assesses the emphasis on individual life chances in many studies of
class and calls for a more structural conception of class in an epilogue journalists ray suarez
janny scott and roger hodge reflect on the media s failure to report hardening class lines in the
united states even when images on the nightly news such as those involving health crime or
immigration are profoundly shaped by issues of class until now class scholarship has been highly
specialized with researchers working on only one part of a larger puzzle social class gathers the
most current research in one volume and persuasively illustrates that class remains a powerful
force in american society

Occupational Ghettos 2004

the book covers the research on economic inequality including the social construction of racial
categories the uneven and stalled gender revolution and the role of new educational forms and
institutions in generating both equality and inequality

Social Class 2008-07-10

the field of stratification is being transformed and reshaped by advances in theory and
quantitative modeling as well as by new approaches to the analysis of economic racial and gender
inequality although these developments are revolutionary in their implications until now there has
been no comprehensive effort to bring together the classic articles that have defined and
redefined the contours of the field in this up to date anthology the history of stratification
research unfolds in systematic fashion with the introductory articles in each section providing
examples of the major research traditions in the field and the concluding essays commissioned from
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leading scholars providing broader programmatic statements that identify current controversies and
unresolved issues the resulting collection of articles both celebrates the diversity of
theoretical approaches and reveals the cumulative nature of ongoing research this comprehensive
reader is designed as a primary text for introductory courses on social stratification and as a
supplementary text for advanced courses on social classes occupations labor markets or social
mobility the following types of questions and debates are addressed in the six sections of the
reader 1 is stratification inevitable do the recent experiments with destratification in eastern
europe and elsewhere provide new insights into the functionalist theory of inequality 2 can we
identify a set of organized and cohesive social classes in advanced industrial societies does it
make sense to refer to a ruling class a political class or a power elite in these societies 3 are
the basic contours of occupational mobility the same within all advanced industrial societies have
the new structuralists led us astray in our attempts to understand the sources and causes of
occupational attainment 4 are there fundamental differences across social classes in styles of
life patterns of consumption and attitudes toward work are these class specific cultures
attenuating as we move into advanced industrialism 5 is there an emerging underclass in america
what are the principal sources of racial ethnic and gender inequality 6 can we identify a
teleological dynamic driving the development of stratification systems are new forms of
stratification and inequality emerging as eastern europe enters its postsocialist stage the volume
offers essential reading for undergraduates who need an introduction to the field for graduate
students who wish to broaden their understanding of stratification research and for advanced
scholars who seek a basic reference guide although most of the selections are middle range
theoretical pieces suitable for introductory courses the anthology also includes advanced
contributions on the cutting edge of research the editor outlines a modified study plan for
undergraduate students requiring a basic introduction to the field

Social Stratification 2018-05-04

this text provides coverage of research and theory relating to social stratification in the us and
selected international societies it adopts general conflict principles as its theoretical
orientation and focuses on the development and maintenance of the structure of inequality this
edition has been updated to include data from the 1990 census and features examples figures and
tables a new chapter on race ethnicity and gender focuses on important issues of inequality there
are also new chapters on germany and on japan
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Inequality: Classic Readings in Race, Class, and Gender 2006

social stratification is the grouping of people based on income wealth political influence and
other characteristics widely recognized categories such as upper middle and lower class reflect
the presence of social stratification in all societies inequality refers to the inevitable
disparities in people s positions in this structure the research presented in this book ranges
from studies of income and wealth disparities to analyses of the nature of the class system this
textbook reflects a hybrid approach to studying stratification it addresses the knowledge
accumulated by stratification scholars and challenges students to apply this information to their
social world the authors include a wide range of topics and provide current research to round out
their discussions each chapter includes a list of key concepts questions for thought suggested
exercises and multimedia resources

Social Stratification 1994-08-29

this important book weaves lyrical storytelling and fascinating research into a compelling
narrative san francisco chronicle to look at dietary differences along class lines and nutritional
disparities in america illuminating exactly how inequality starts on the dinner plate inequality
in america manifests in many ways but perhaps nowhere more than in how we eat from her years of
field research sociologist and ethnographer priya fielding singh brings us into the kitchens of
dozens of families from varied educational economic and ethnoracial backgrounds to explore how and
why we eat the way we do we get to know four families intimately the bakers a black family living
below the federal poverty line the williamses a working class white family just above it the
ortegas a middle class latinx family and the cains an affluent white family whether it s worrying
about how far pantry provisions can stretch or whether there s enough time to get dinner on the
table before soccer practice all families have unique experiences that reveal their particular
dietary constraints and challenges by diving into the nuances of these families lives fielding
singh lays bare the limits of efforts narrowly focused on improving families food access instead
she reveals how being rich or poor in america impacts something even more fundamental than the
food families can afford these experiences impact the very meaning of food itself packed with
lyrical storytelling and groundbreaking research as well as fielding singh s personal experiences
with food as a biracial south asian american woman how the other half eats illuminates exactly how
inequality starts on the dinner plate once you ve taken a seat at tables across america you ll
never think about class food and public health the same way again
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Social Stratification and Inequality 1996

officially over in 2009 the great recession is now generally acknowledged to be the most
devastating global economic crisis since the great depression as a result of the crisis the united
states lost more than 7 5 million jobs and the unemployment rate doubled peaking at more than 10
percent the collapse of the housing market and subsequent equity market fluctuations delivered a
one two punch that destroyed trillions of dollars in personal wealth and made many americans far
less financially secure still reeling from these early shocks the u s economy will undoubtedly
take years to recover less clear however are the social effects of such economic hardship on a u s
population accustomed to long periods of prosperity how are americans responding to these hard
times the great recession is the first authoritative assessment of how the aftershocks of the
recession are affecting individuals and families jobs earnings and poverty political and social
attitudes lifestyle and consumption practices and charitable giving focused on individual level
effects rather than institutional causes the great recession turns to leading experts to examine
whether the economic aftermath caused by the recession is transforming how americans live their
lives what they believe in and the institutions they rely on contributors michael hout asaf
levanon and erin cumberworth show how job loss during the recession the worst since the 1980s hit
less educated workers men immigrants and factory and construction workers the hardest millions of
lost industrial jobs are likely never to be recovered and where new jobs are appearing they tend
to be either high skill positions or low wage employment offering few opportunities for the middle
class edward wolff lindsay owens and esra burak examine the effects of the recession on housing
and wealth for the very poor and the very rich they find that while the richest americans
experienced the greatest absolute wealth loss their resources enabled them to weather the crisis
better than the young families african americans and the middle class who experienced the most
disproportionate loss including mortgage delinquencies home foreclosures and personal bankruptcies
lane kenworthy and lindsay owens ask whether this recession is producing enduring shifts in public
opinion akin to those that followed the great depression surprisingly they find no evidence of
recession induced attitude changes toward corporations the government perceptions of social
justice or policies aimed at aiding the poor similarly philip morgan erin cumberworth and
christopher wimer find no major recession effects on marriage divorce or cohabitation rates they
do find a decline in fertility rates as well as increasing numbers of adult children returning
home to the family nest evidence that suggests deep pessimism about recovery this protracted slump
marked by steep unemployment profound destruction of wealth and sluggish consumer activity will
likely continue for years to come and more pronounced effects may surface down the road the
contributors note that to date this crisis has not yet generated broad shifts in lifestyle and
attitudes but by clarifying how the recession s early impacts have and have not influenced our
current economic and social landscape the great recession establishes an important benchmark
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against which to measure future change

Inequality 2012-01-23

social inequality examining our present while understanding our past social inequality and social
statification in us society 1st edition uses a historical and conceptual framework to explain
social stratification and social inequality the historical scope gives context to each issue
discussed and allows the reader to understand how each topic has evolved over the course of
american history the authors use qualitative data to help explain socioeconomic issues and connect
related topics each chapter examines major concepts so readers can see how an individual s success
in stratified settings often relies heavily on their access to valued resources types of capital
which involve finances schooling social networking and cultural competence analyzing the impact of
capital types throughout the text helps map out the prospects for individuals families and also
classes to maintain or alter their position in social stratification systems learning goals upon
completing this book readers will be able to analyze the four major american classes as well as
how race and gender are linked to inequalities in the united states understand attempts to reduce
social inequality identify major historical events that have influenced current trends understand
how qualitative sources help reveal the inner workings that accompany people s struggles with the
socioeconomic order recognize the impact of social stratification systems on individuals and
families

How the Other Half Eats 2021-11-16

a textbook for an interdisciplinary undergraduate course that addresses what marger sociology
michigan state u sees as a major deficiency that others either analyze only one form of social
equality or analytically conflate them making it difficult to distinguish them she engages class
racial a

The Great Recession 2011-10-01

named one of the best business books of 2007 by library journal the missing class gives voice to
the 54 million americans including 21 percent of the nation s children who are sandwiched between
poor and middle class while government programs help the needy and politicians woo the more
fortunate the missing class is largely invisible and ignored through the experiences of nine
families katherine newman and victor tan chen trace the unique problems faced by individuals in
this large and growing demographic the near poor the question for the missing class is not whether
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they re doing better than the truly poor they are the question is whether these individuals on the
razor s edge of subsistence are safely ensconced in the missing class or in danger of losing it
all the missing class has much to tell us about whether the american dream still exists for those
who are sacrificing daily to achieve it

Social Inequality and Social Stratification in U.S. Society
2015-08-27

the authors analyse wealth total assets and debts rather than income alone to uncover deep and
persistent racial inequality in america and show how public policies fail to redress this problem

Social Inequality 1999

the united states holds the dubious distinction of having the most unequal income distribution of
any advanced industrialized nation while other developed countries face similar challenges from
globalization and technological change none rivals america s singularly poor record for equitably
distributing the benefits and burdens of recent economic shifts in categorically unequal douglas
massey weaves together history political economy and even neuropsychology to provide a
comprehensive explanation of how america s culture and political system perpetuates inequalities
between different segments of the population categorically unequal is striking both for its
theoretical originality and for the breadth of topics it covers massey argues that social
inequalities arise from the universal human tendency to place others into social categories in
america ethnic minorities women and the poor have consistently been the targets of stereotyping
and as a result they have been exploited and discriminated against throughout the nation s history
african americans continue to face discrimination in markets for jobs housing and credit meanwhile
the militarization of the u s mexican border has discouraged mexican migrants from leaving the
united states creating a pool of exploitable workers who lack the legal rights of citizens massey
also shows that women s advances in the labor market have been concentrated among the affluent and
well educated while low skilled female workers have been relegated to occupations that offer few
chances for earnings mobility at the same time as the wages of low income men have fallen more
working class women are remaining unmarried and raising children on their own even as minorities
and women continue to face these obstacles the progressive legacy of the new deal has come under
frontal assault the government has passed anti union legislation made taxes more regressive
allowed the real value of the federal minimum wage to decline and drastically cut social welfare
spending as a result the income gap between the richest and poorest has dramatically widened since
1980 massey attributes these anti poor policies in part to the increasing segregation of
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neighborhoods by income which has insulated the affluent from the social consequences of poverty
and to the disenfranchisement of the poor as the population of immigrants prisoners and ex felons
swells america s unrivaled disparities are not simply the inevitable result of globalization and
technological change as massey shows privileged groups have systematically exploited and excluded
many of their fellow americans by delving into the root causes of inequality in america
categorically unequal provides a compelling argument for the creation of a more equitable society
a volume in the russell sage foundation s centennial series

The Missing Class 2008-09-01

in an advanced society like the u s where an array of processes work against gender inequality how
does this inequality persist integrating research from sociology social cognition and psychology
and organizational behavior framed by gender identifies the general processes through which gender
as a principle of inequality rewrites itself into new forms of social and economic organization
cecilia ridgeway argues that people confront uncertain circumstances with gender beliefs that are
more traditional than those circumstances they implicitly draw on the too convenient cultural
frame of gender to help organize new ways of doing things thereby re inscribing trailing gender
stereotypes into the new activities procedures and forms of organization this dynamic does not
make equality unattainable but suggests a constant struggle with uneven results demonstrating how
personal interactions translate into larger structures of inequality framed by gender is a
powerful and original take on the troubling endurance of gender inequality

Black Wealth, White Wealth 2006

this book offers an up to the moment assessment of the condition of the american family in an era
of growing inequality

Categorically Unequal 2007-04-02

a user friendly introduction to social inequality this text is a broad introduction to the many
types of inequality economics status political power sex and gender sexual orientation race and
ethnicity in u s society and in a global setting the author provides a wide range of explanations
for inequality and using the latest research on the multiple impacts of inequality surveys in
detail the personal and social consequences of social inequality learning goals upon completing
this book readers will be able to understand that inequality is multidimensional understand that
it is essential to understand the explanations of the various forms of inequality in order to
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further a resolution to any inequality s undesirable consequences understand the discussion of
inequality in its broader historical cultural and international context

Framed by Gender 2011-02-09

this book assembles classic and contemporary articles representing the major sociological
approaches to understanding social inequality although there are various competing texts covering
issues of social inequality this book is the only comprehensive source of classic and contemporary
articles that have defined and redefined the contours of the field the introductory articles in
each section of the book provide examples of the major research traditions in the field while the
concluding essays commissioned by leading scholars provide broader programmatic statements that
identify current controversies and unresolved issues the field of stratification is being
transformed and reshaped by advances in theory and quantitative modeling as well as by new
approaches to the analysis of economic racial and gender inequality although these developments
are revolutionary in their implications until now there has been no comprehensive effort to bring
together the classic articles that have defined the contours of the field in this revised and
updated second edition of social stratification the history of stratification research unfolds in
systematic fashion with the introductory articles in each section providing examples of the major
research traditions in the field and the concluding essays commissioned from leading scholars
providing broader programmatic statements that identify current controversies and unresolved
issues this comprehensive reader is designed as a primary text for introductory courses on social
stratification and as a supplementary text for advanced courses on occupations labor markets or
social mobility the field of stratification is being transformed and reshaped by advances in
theory and quantitative modeling as well as by new approaches to the analysis of economic racial
and gender inequality although these developments are revolutionary in their implications until
now there has been no comprehensive effort to bring together the classic and contemporary articles
that define the contours of the field in this revised and updated edition of social stratification
the history of stratification research unfolds in systematic fashion with the introductory
articles in each section providing examples of the major research traditions in the field and the
concluding essays commissioned from leading scholars providing broader programmatic statements
that identify current controversies and unresolved issues the resulting collection of articles
both celebrates the diversity of theoretical approaches and reveals the cumulative nature of
ongoing research this comprehensive reader is designed as a primary text for introductory courses
on social stratification and as a supplementary text for advanced courses on social classes
occupations labor markets or social mobility the following types of questions and debates are
addressed in the six sections of the reader forms and sources of stratif ication what are the
major forms of inequality in human history can the ubiquity of inequality be attributed to
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individual differences in talent or ability is some form of inequality an inevitable feature of
human life the structure of contemporary stratification what are the principal fault lines or
social cleavages that define the contemporary class structure have these cleavages strengthened or
weakened with the transition to modernity and postmodernity generating stratification how
frequently do individuals move into new classes occupations or income groups is there a permanent
underclass to what extent are occupational outcomes determined by such forces as intelligence
effort schooling aspirations social contacts and individual luck the consequences of
stratification how are the life styles attitudes and behaviors of individuals shaped by their
class locations are there identifiable class cultures in past and present societies ascriptive
processes what types of social processes and state policies serve to maintain or alter racial
ethnic and sex discrimination in labor markets have these forms of discrimination weakened or
strengthened with the transition to modernity and postmodernity the future of stratification will
stratification systems take on completely new and distinctive forms in the future how unequal will
these systems be is the concept of social class still useful in describing postmodern forms of
stratification are stratification systems gradually shedding their distinctive features and
converging towards some common i e postmodern regime the volume offers essential reading for
undergraduates who need an introduction to the field for graduate students who wish to broaden
their understanding of stratification research and for advanced scholars who seek a basic
reference guide although most of the selections are middle range theoretical pieces suitable for
introductory courses the anthology also includes advanced contributions on the cutting edge of
research the editor outlines a modified study plan for undergraduate students requiring a basic
introduction to the field

Social Class and Changing Families in an Unequal America
2011-06-21

the story of west indian immigrants to the united states is generally considered to be a great
success mary waters however tells a very different story she finds that the values that gain first
generation immigrants initial success a willingness to work hard a lack of attention to racism a
desire for education an incentive to save are undermined by the realities of life and race
relations in the united states contrary to long held beliefs waters finds those who resist
americanization are most likely to succeed economically especially in the second generation

Social Inequality 2015-10-14

this book offers an exciting new perspective on differentiation and inequality looking at how our
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most personal choices of sexual partners friends consumption items and lifestyle are influenced by
hierarchy and social difference

Social Stratification Class Race and Gender in Sociological
Perspective Second Edition 2019-09-09

dream hoarders sparked a national conversation on the dangerous separation between the upper
middle class and everyone else now in paperback and newly updated for the age of trump brookings
institution senior fellow richard reeves is continuing to challenge the class system in america in
america everyone knows that the top 1 percent are the villains the rest of us the 99 percent we
are the good guys not so argues reeves the real class divide is not between the upper class and
the upper middle class it is between the upper middle class and everyone else the separation of
the upper middle class from everyone else is both economic and social and the practice of
opportunity hoarding gaining exclusive access to scarce resources is especially prevalent among
parents who want to perpetuate privilege to the benefit of their children while many families
believe this is just good parenting it is actually hurting others by reducing their chances of
securing these opportunities there is a glass floor created for each affluent child helped by his
or her wealthy stable family that glass floor is a glass ceiling for another child throughout
dream hoarders reeves explores the creation and perpetuation of opportunity hoarding and what
should be done to stop it including controversial solutions such as ending legacy admissions to
school he offers specific steps toward reducing inequality and asks the upper middle class to pay
for it convinced of their merit members of the upper middle class believes they are entitled to
those tax breaks and hoarded opportunities after all they aren t the 1 percent the national
obsession with the super rich allows the upper middle class to convince themselves that they are
just like the rest of america in dream hoarders reeves argues that in many ways they are worse and
that changes in policy and social conscience are the only way to fix the broken system

Some Principles of Stratification 1993-08-01

this book provides an in depth comparative analysis of inequality and the stratification of the
digital sphere grounded in classical sociological theories of inequality as well as empirical
evidence this book defines the digital divide as the unequal access and utility of internet
communications technologies and explores how it has the potential to replicate existing social
inequalities as well as create new forms of stratification the digital divide examines how various
demographic and socio economic factors including income education age and gender as well as
infrastructure products and services affect how the internet is used and accessed comprised of six
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parts the first section examines theories of the digital divide and then looks in turn at highly
developed nations and regions including the usa the eu and japan emerging large powers brazil
china india russia eastern european countries estonia romania serbia arab and middle eastern
nations egypt iran israel under studied areas east and central asia latin america and sub saharan
africa providing an interwoven analysis of the international inequalities in internet usage and
access this important work offers a comprehensive approach to studying the digital divide around
the globe it is an important resource for academic and students in sociology social policy
communication studies media studies and all those interested in the questions and issues around
social inequality

Black Identities 2009-06-30

this updated fifth edition of scott sernau s acclaimed text provides a sociological framework for
analyzing inequality within the united states in the context of global stratification and a
rapidly changing world economy with insightful analysis the text provides an accessible
introduction to stratification systems and the structural and personal realities of growing class
divides using examples drawn straight from today s headlines sernau explores each dimension of
inequality as he analyzes the relationship between changing global power and growing inequalities
within countries throughout a focus on social action and community engagement encourages students
to become involved active learners in the classroom and engaged citizens in their communities

Stratification 2005

the last half century has witnessed substantial change in the opportunities and rewards available
to men and women in the workplace while the gender pay gap narrowed and female labor force
participation rose dramatically in recent decades some dimensions of gender inequality most
notably the division of labor in the family have been more resistant to change or have changed
more slowly in recent years than in the past these trends suggest that one of two possible futures
could lie ahead an optimistic scenario in which gender inequalities continue to erode or a
pessimistic scenario where contemporary institutional arrangements persevere and the gender
revolution stalls in the declining significance of gender editors francine blau mary brinton and
david grusky bring together top gender scholars in sociology and economics to make sense of the
recent changes in gender inequality and to judge whether the optimistic or pessimistic view better
depicts the prospects and bottlenecks that lie ahead it examines the economic organizational
political and cultural forces that have changed the status of women and men in the labor market
the contributors examine the economic assumption that discrimination in hiring is economically
inefficient and will be weeded out eventually by market competition they explore the effect that
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family family organizational policies have had in drawing women into the workplace and giving them
even footing in the organizational hierarchy several chapters ask whether political interventions
might reduce or increase gender inequality and others discuss whether a social ethos favoring
egalitarianism is working to overcome generations of discriminatory treatment against women
although there is much rhetoric about the future of gender inequality the declining significance
of gender provides a sustained attempt to consider analytically the forces that are shaping the
gender revolution its wide ranging analysis of contemporary gender disparities will stimulate
readers to think more deeply and in new ways about the extent to which gender remains a major
fault line of inequality

Dream Hoarders 2018-05-08

one of the best 5 books of 2014 esquire i ve been waiting for this book for a long time well not
this book because i never imagined that the book i was waiting for would be so devastatingly smart
and funny so consistently entertaining and unflinchingly on target in fact i would like to have
written it myself if that is i had lived linda tirado s life and extracted all the hard lessons
she has learned i am the author of nickel and dimed which tells the story of my own brief attempt
as a semi undercover journalist to survive on low wage retail and service jobs tirado is the real
thing from the foreword by barbara ehrenreich new york times bestselling author of nickel and
dimed we in america have certain ideas of what it means to be poor linda tirado in her signature
brutally honest yet personable voice takes all of these preconceived notions and smashes them to
bits she articulates not only what it is to be working poor in america yes you can be poor and
live in a house and have a job even two but what poverty is truly like on all levels frankly and
boldly tirado discusses openly how she went from lower middle class to sometimes middle class to
poor and everything in between and in doing so reveals why poor people don t always behave the way
middle class america thinks they should

The Digital Divide 2013-06-19

selected as a notable book of the year by the new york times book review fifty years after michael
harrington published his groundbreaking book the other america in which he chronicled the lives of
people excluded from the age of affluence poverty in america is back with a vengeance it is made
up of both the long term chronically poor and new working poor the tens of millions of victims of
a broken economy and an ever more dysfunctional political system in many ways for the majority of
americans financial insecurity has become the new norm the american way of poverty shines a light
on this travesty sasha abramsky brings the effects of economic inequality out of the shadows and
ultimately suggests ways for moving toward a fairer and more equitable social contract exploring
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everything from housing policy to wage protections and affordable higher education abramsky lays
out a panoramic blueprint for a reinvigorated political process that in turn will pave the way for
a renewed war on poverty it is harrington believed a moral outrage that in a country as wealthy as
america so many people could be so poor written in the wake of the 2008 financial collapse in an
era of grotesque economic extremes the american way of poverty brings that same powerful
indignation to the topic

Social Inequality in a Global Age 2016-05-04

The Declining Significance of Gender? 2006-05-11

Hand to Mouth 2014-10-02

The American Way of Poverty 2013-09-10
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